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Understanding DatasetsUnderstanding Datasets

Datasets function as an additional layer between Data Sources and elements created in
Metric Insights. This functionality gives users without technical background the ability to
utilize the data. With datasets there is no need to understand the structure of source
database, know SQL or syntax of other BI tools. Datasets allow:

• Data to be easily staged to support business users in creating their own Metric
Insights content without having to understand or have access to underlying Data
Sources

• Snapshots of data from any Data Source without having to create and maintain
"staging reports".

• Creation of exception and change reports from any Data Source without having to
understand Data Source-specific syntax or SQL

• Utilization of dynamic filtering to identify exceptions and changes in large, complex
data sets without any dimensional restrictions

For more details refer to: Create a Dataset
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Create a Dataset from any Data SourceCreate a Dataset from any Data Source

Dataset serves as a buffer level between external data sources and Metric Insights
elements (Metrics and Reports).

The ultimate goal of implementing Datasets was to revamp the process of Metrics and
Reports creation and make it intuitive and consistent.

Video Tutorial

1. Access Admin > Datasets

This page is to be either empty or display the list of Datasets previously created in the system.

At the bottom of the page click [+ New dataset][+ New dataset].
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2. [Info tab] Define the basics

1. Measured:Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation
that you want in your result set.

2. CollectingCollecting: new Datasets are always disabled by default to make sure that you can
take time to configure them properly before enabling. This setting is duplicated at the
top of the screen.

3. Name:Name: provide a unique name for your dataset. Preferably, the dataset name should
explain what kind of data it contains.

Move to the Data tab to define the source of data and how often it should be updated.
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3. [Data tab] Configure data collection

1. Data SourceData Source: Choose a data fetch method from drop-down list. A SQL-based Data
Source is used in this example. For more details on other available data sources and
specific fetch method requirements, see Connecting to Data Sources.

2. Data Collection Schedule:Data Collection Schedule: select how often data should be recollected for this Dataset
to ensure that it contains relevant data.

3. Write a SQL StatementSQL Statement defining the data to be extracted from the database. You may
use :measurement_timemeasurement_time in your statement to bind in a date or series of date values.
NOTE:NOTE: Your Dataset can be sourced from other supported databases, services or
from Excel or CSV files.

4. ValidateValidate your statement. If you have included :measurement_time:measurement_time parameter in your
statement, it is required to specify Measurement Time for Parameter Substitution.

5. If the statement is valid, a Validation Rows PreviewValidation Rows Preview section pops-up at the bottom of
the screen. You can also open it by clicking Show validation rowsShow validation rows under the SQLSQL
StatementStatement box.
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3.1. [New in 5.0.4] Optionally, customize the display of your
Dataset values

1. Click SaveSave to display the Dataset ColumnsDataset Columns table.
2. Dataset Columns: This table can be used to rename column names and define

precision for numeric fields, if needed. In the given example, there are a few fields
that could use better Column Names and let's say we would like the Total_unit_count
to be a whole number rather than the default value of 2 decimal points.

3. Click the GearGear for each field you would like to rename
4. On the resulting pop-up:

◦ Type in a new Column NameColumn Name
◦ If data element is a floating point integer, you can also change the number of

decimals to display using the drop-down list on the PrecisionPrecision field.

See the screen below to examine the changes made

 Special and accented characters (Éé Êê Èè Ëë Ââ Àà Ää Ïï Îî Üü Ûû Ùù Special and accented characters (Éé Êê Èè Ëë Ââ Àà Ää Ïï Îî Üü Ûû Ùù Ÿÿ Çç Ôô Öö ?ßÿ Çç Ôô Öö ?ß
Ææ Œœ)Ææ Œœ)

Regardless of the Dataset's Data Source, Metric Insights supports special and accented
characters. Please note, that after the command is validated, and data is ditributed to
columns and the Dataset ColumnsDataset Columns table is shown, the special characters may be
converted to the underscore symbol [ _ ] in the Reference NameReference Name column. This
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behaviour is only characteristic for the Dataset Editor and doesn't cause issues in the
Viewer.

Advanced settings

1. Snapshot Datasets are associated with keeping Dataset history and having the ability
to compare Dataset instances over time.
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◦ If this the Dataset is not defined as a Snapshot dataset (this field is set to 'no'),
then only the most recent instance of the Dataset will be retained

◦ If it is a Snapshot Dataset (the history is going to be kept, for more details
refer to: Snapshot Datasets: Comparing Instances), then an additional setting
will be exposed below, namely, Can historical instances be backfilled?Can historical instances be backfilled? (see
below)

2. This field is shown for Snapshot Datasets only.
◦ If the Can historical instances be backfilled?Can historical instances be backfilled? field is set to 'no', then only one

instance of the Dataset will be computed at run time and it is required to set
the value for the ':measurement_time' variable in the field below. It's
important to note that while only one instance of the report will be computed
at run time, a new instance of the report will be computed at each succeeding
refresh interval. Since history is kept (the Snapshot Report? field is set to 'yes'),
all instances will be retained. This technique can be used to create 'snapshots'
of your underlying data at fixed time intervals.

◦ If this field is set to 'yes', then multiple instances of the report can be
computed at run time and the ':measurement_time' variable is defined
automatically be the system.

At the upper right corner of the screen click Enable and PublishEnable and Publish.

4. You are redirected to the Dataset Viewer

Your Dataset is now ready for use.
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What would you like to do next?

• You may start working with it by filtering data and saving separate Dataset Views
• If you chose to create s Snapshot Dataset, you may find this article useful: Snapshot

Datasets: Comparing Past Instances
• Create an User Map
• Alternative:Alternative: Create a Tableau Dataset
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Create a Dataset from a Regular ReportCreate a Dataset from a Regular Report

Reports and Datasets have similar nature: each of them displays data in the form of a
Table.

However, Datasets provide extended functionality by allowing the ability to choose certain
fields, create complex filters and save your selection as custom Views which can be further
used for creating new Reports and Metrics in few clicks. Datasets are aimed at automating
system behavior and releasing Administrators from ineffective routine tasks. Taking this
into account we offer an ability to effortlessly migrate data from regular Reports into
Datasets.

Follow the steps in this article to learn how to do it.

PREREQUISITE: Allow to use a Report as a Source

1. Choose the Report that you want to turn into a Dataset, open its editor. NOTE:NOTE: This
option is only available for Reports sourced from configurable Data Sources, such as
a SQL database or from a plugin.

2. Open the Data tab in the Report Editor
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3. At the bottom of the page set the Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source field to 'yes'. The system
saves data in a Table and generates the Table name below as shown at the picture
above.

Now this Report can be turned into a Dataset.

1. Access Admin > Utilities > Migrate Report to Dataset

1. Select the Report which should serve as a source for a future Dataset from the drop-
down list. (This drop-down list is populated with the Reports that are (1)(1) sourced
from a configurable Data Source (SQL / Plugin) and (2)(2) may be used as Source (are
saved as system table as shown at the previous screen). If you invoke the Migration
Utility from the Report Editor or Report Viewer, this report will be default in this drop-
down list.

2. Define the name of a future Dataset, The system automatically offers the same name
as the source Report has, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of
your choice.

3. Click Migrate to DatasetMigrate to Dataset
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2. View the resulting Dataset

1. If the Report that you used to create a Dataset also serves as a Data Source for some
Metric or another Report, the system will display a reminder to re-associte those
elements with the new Dataset.

2. Click ViewView to open the Dataset Viewer and EditEdit to open the Dataset Editor.

3. Settings / Permissions

• SettingsSettings: Dataset settings which are identical to those that Reports have (Measure,Measure,
Category, Snapshot dataset?Category, Snapshot dataset?) are automatically duplicated from Report settings.

• PermissionsPermissions: NO Permissions (can be viewer at the Report Editor > Advanced tab >
Permissions) are automatically delegated from Reports to Datasets.

• Dimensioned ReportsDimensioned Reports: If the Report which serves as source for a new Dataset is
Dimensioned, a column with Dimension Values is going to be added to a Dataset.
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Result

What would you like to do next?

• Learn what you can do from the Dataset Viewer
• You may start by filtering data and saving separate Dataset Views
• If you chose to create a Snapshot Dataset, you may find this article useful: Snapshot

Datasets: Comparing Past Instances
• Create a User Map and apply it to this Dataset to limit access to data
• Create a Tableau Dataset
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Dataset Viewer (select fields / define derivedDataset Viewer (select fields / define derived
fields and filters)fields and filters)

This article answers the following questions:

1. How to limit results to certain fields?
2. [Version 5.0.5 and further][Version 5.0.5 and further] How to add Derived Fields to Dataset's Result set?
3. How to define filters?
4. Rule vs Group
5. How to use AND / OR operators?
6. [Version 5.0.5 and further][Version 5.0.5 and further] How to compare Dataset date fields to Snapshot

(historical) dates?
7. How to track data changes?
8. How to save your selection as a separate View?
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1. Fields Selector

You can limit the display of Dataset's All DataAll Data only to those fields that are required for your data
analysis.

Just select the fields you need in the Select FieldsSelect Fields section, click Apply ChangesApply Changes in the right side of
the screen and the ResultResult set is going to be updated and only those columns that you have
selected are going to be displayed.
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2. [Version 5.0.5 and further] How to add Derived Fields to
Dataset's Result set?

Derived fields include values that do not exist in a Data Source itself but are calculated from
one or more existing numeric fields via basic arithmetic expressions and non-aggregate
numeric functions.

For more details refer to:

• Derived fields for Data Processing (Overview / Create / Aggregate)
• Expression Syntax for Derived Fields Formulas

3. Defining Filters

In addition to selecting specific fields, you can filter data using custom conditions. The process
of creating a filter is similar to constructing a sentence: you choose a subject, comparison
conditions and the values which are going to serve as a reference for filtering.
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Part Description Example

Subject
The column you want to base the filter on. This drop-down list includes the
same values as those displayed in the the Filed Selector to the left of the
Filter section.

name,
units,
country

Condition Contains a set of comparison operators which define the Subject. This drop-
down list includes different values depending on whether the values in the
selected subject are text or integer:

For text columns: exactly matches, contains, is in list, is not empty, does not
equal, starts with.
For integer columns: equals, is more than, is more than or equal to, is less
than, is less than or equal to, does not equal.

Some of the conditions define the relationship between the Subject and the
Value that follows; others function independently and do not require a specific
Value.

Different for
text and
integer
fields

Value The Value of the subject you're basing the filter on: keyword, text or numeric
value. Value may be added with wildcard (%%)representing alphanumeric
characters.

corporate
sales,
5000,
Spain

4. Types of Filters

You can use filters to seed out the required information using conditional filtering. You may mix
and match several simple Rules or compound filters (Groups) aggregated via [ AND / OR ][ AND / OR ]
operators to focus on a highly specific data slice. The Results set will be displayed right on the
same page.
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Rule (Simple Filter Criteria)

Take a look at another detailed example: Simple Filter criteria

Group (Compound Filter Criteria)

Take a look at another detailed example: Compound Filter criteria
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5. AND / OR Operators

When you're using multiple Rules and Groups of conditions, you can use an AND / ORAND / OR switches.
You can not mix and match AND / OR for the set of applied filters but if you add a group of
conditions, you may apply an alternative operator to it.

In the example below the following filters are applied to a dataset. All of them are aggregated
by the AND operator, meaning that all of 3 filters should be TRUE:

1. Simple Rule
2. A Group of 3 conditions aggregated by the OR operator (ANY of 3 conditions should

be TRUE)
3. A Group of 2 conditions aggregated by the OR operator (ANY of 2 conditions should

be TRUE)

Operator Description

AND We return all rows that match ALL of the filters.

OR We return all rows that match ANY of the filters.

6. [Version 5.0.5] How to compare Dataset date fields to
Snapshot (historical) dates

In Versions prior to 5.0.5 date comparisons could be performed to a constant or if there is
more than one date field in a Data Source - to other date fields.

In version 5.0.5 a new comparison option has been added - snapshot datesnapshot date. Snapshot date is the
date when the Dataset has been collected or updated.
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Datasets may be:

• Single Instance:Single Instance: show only when the Dataset has been collected (as shown in the picture
below)

• Multi-InstanceMulti-Instance (Snapshot dataset): keeps history of Data updates.

User can filter on a date field by comparing the field to the dataset effective date for a single
instance or multi-instance dataset.

Multi-Instance Dataset Example (click to open)

7. How to track changes - comparing instances

You can compare the data from the current period to the prior period to highlight changes. For
more details refer to this article: Snapshot Datasets: Comparing Instances.
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8. Saving field selection and applied filters as a separate
View

• There is no need to apply the same filters to review the same ResultsResults set later. You can
save the Results set with selected fields and applied filters as a separate ViewView. To learn
more about Views, refer to: Create a Dataset View

• Dataset Views can serve to quickly create Reports / Metrics. Refer to Create a Report
from a Dataset View or Create a Metric from a Dataset View for more details.
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Create a Dataset ViewCreate a Dataset View

Datasets are designed to serve as pool of data and as data sources for new elements, such
as Metrics and Reports.

Additionally, you can seed out specific data by creating Dataset Views.

This article answers the following questions:This article answers the following questions:

• How to create a View from the Dataset Viewer?
• How to define additional rules and groups of rules (coditions) to filter the data?

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset
• Optionally: Create an Access Map and Apply an Access Map to a Dataset

1. Access New > View

On the New Dataset View:

1. Dataset:Dataset: select a dataset that should serve as a Data Source for new View
2. Name:Name: should be unique and descriptive
3. VisibilityVisibility: define whether you create this View for your own use or if it can be

available for other users with permission to access the Dataset. Views may have 2
visibility modes:

◦ 'Public': this option is available to Admin Users, and to Power Users who have
the privilege of 'Create Public View'. To access a Public View, Power and
Regular Users must also have been granted permission to access the
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corresponding Dataset . NOTE:NOTE: Metrics and Reports can be created only from
Public Views.

◦ 'Private': only the View creator and Admins are going to have access to this
View. Elements cannot be created from Private Views.

Click New Dataset ViewNew Dataset View to proceed with defining criteria for this new View in the Dataset Viewer.

2. Choose fields for this View

1. Select text, date and numeric fields that should be included into your View
2. Choose aggregation method for numeric fields (Sum, Avg, Min, Max, Count)
3. You may define additional simple or compound conditions for filtering the total

dataset.
4. Click Apply ChangesApply Changes to limit the results set to the selected fields
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3. Review a new View with its results set

1. Results are displayed below the Select Field box
2. SaveSave this View

4. Alternatively, Views can be created right from the
Dataset Viewer
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1. Open any View (select 'All data' for full range of fields)
2. Complete Steps 2 and 3 as above
3. At the top of the page click Save as ViewSave as View and the pop-up will allow you to create a

new View as shown in Step 1

5. Defining Filters (Conditions)

Dataset Views allow seeding out the required information using conditional filtering. You may
mix several simple or compound [ AND / OR ] filtersAND / OR ] filters to focus on a highly specific data slice. Th
results set will bee displayed right on the same page.

Let's review the use cases given below.

5.1. Simple Filter criteria

Use Case:Use Case: Show any product sales of more than $20,000 in Australia via corporate sales
channel. Note that all of the filters are AND filtersAND filters, since we want to find data matching allall of
these criteria.

1. Select the following columns from the dataset for the view: Product Name, Channel,
Country, Sales, Units, Sales Per Unit.

2. Define filtersDefine filters: click [+ Rule][+ Rule] and define criteria for each new rule.
3. Note that all of the filters are AND filtersAND filters, since we need to find data matching ALL of

these criteria.
4. Apply ChangesApply Changes to update the ResultsResults

You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top of the
page.
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5.2. Compound Filter criteria

Use Case:Use Case: Include any product sales for more than $20,000 in Canada for any channel OROR for
more than $10,000 in Australia for any channel.

1. Select the following columns from the dataset for the view: Product Name, Channel,
Country, Sales, Units, Sales Per Unit.

2. Define filtersDefine filters: Our use case consists of 2 groups of conditions: click [+ Group][+ Group] and
define criteria for the first and second group:

◦ [Group 1][Group 1]: country = Canada ANDAND sales > 20,000
◦ [Group 2][Group 2]: country = Australia ANDAND sales > 10,000

3. Choose OR filterOR filter to define relations between the Groups
4. Apply ChangesApply Changes to update the ResultsResults set

You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top of the
page.

What would you like to do next?

• Delete an unnecessary Dataset View?
• Compare Past Dataset View Instances
• Create a Report from a Dataset View
• Create a Metric from a Dataset View
• Learn about Dataset security rules
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Delete a Dataset ViewDelete a Dataset View

Dataset Views are all available at the top left cornier of the Dataset Viewer but they cannot be
deleted right from the Viewer.

To delete a certain View, click the Edit (Gear)Edit (Gear) icon at the top right corner of the Dataset Viewer.

The Dataset Editor opens.

Access Dataset Editor > Views tab

1. Select one or several Views to be deleted. NOTE:NOTE: The 'All data' View is a permanent
default View and it can NOT be deleted.

2. Click Delete Selected ViewsDelete Selected Views.
3. At the top right corner of the screen click Update DataUpdate Data to make sure that the

respective changes are going to be made at the Dataset Viewer.
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Snapshot Datasets:
Comparing "Last Two
Instances" / Track Changes
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Snapshot Datasets: Comparing InstancesSnapshot Datasets: Comparing Instances

The following article describes how to track changes in paired datasets instances.

This article answers the following questions:This article answers the following questions:

• How to find rows have been added and removed over the prior period
• How to compare specific values for current and prior period (for example, compare

sales made via a specific channel yesterday and day before yesterday).

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset

Video Tutorial

This option is only available for Views of Snapshot
Datasets

If in the Dataset Editor > Data tab the Snapshot dataset?Snapshot dataset? field is set to 'yes', than in the Dataset
Viewer you have the following options available to you:

• Reviewing a Single InstanceSingle Instance of this Dataset (for example, yesterday), or
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• Tracking changes in the Last Two InstancesLast Two Instances of this Dataset (for example, yesterday's data
compared to what we saw the day before yesterday).

NOTE:NOTE: You can compare ANY instance saved during previous data collections to its instance
collected the day before.

1. Choose the date which you want to compare to the prior
one

ExampleExample: In the given example we choose the instance collected on Saturday 12/17/2016,
meaning that it will automatically be compared to the instance collected prior to it on Friday 12/
16/2016.

2. Tracking New and Removed rows

1. Select Last Two InstancesLast Two Instances mode
2. The Track ChangesTrack Changes option is now available for use
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3. You can now specify whether you want to see what fields have been added to the
instance, which of the fields have been removed or both since prior period

4. Id fields:Id fields:
5. Click Apply ChangesApply Changes to update the ResultsResults

Only those rows where the values defined in Id fieldsId fields have been changed/added/removed since
collecting the prior instance are going to be shown.

Use case: If there are no rows in the Result set

In the example above, values from the calendar_datecalendar_date column are going to be new every day,
since it includes values collected for a new day; values from unitsunits and salessales are also highly likely
to be different, unless the same amount of product units has been purchased or the sum of
sales for current period is identical to the sum of sales for the prior period. But let's compare
instances by values in channelchannel and countrycountry columns:

New sales have been made in all countries and by all channels, but values in countrycountry and
channelchannel columns remained the same (Country = Australia, canada, France, Germany, etc.;
Channel = corporate sales, store visit, website visit, e-mail marketing), so the system has no
changes to display in the ResultsResults set.
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3. Defining additional filters

1. Filters allow defining additional criteria to compare current and prior values by
various conditions. NOTE:NOTE: Current and prior filters are shown only in the TrackTrack
ChangesChanges mode.

2. If we apply additional filters to the results set, we should choose unchanged
parameters (as in the example above) in the Id fieldsId fields section. Let's review this
condition on the following example:

3.1. Simple Filter criteria

Use Case:Use Case: Include rows if the sales in any country have increased by any amount over the prior
day.

1. By fieldBy field: Select the field with constant (or unchanged) values. This field will serve as a
basis for comparing other changed values. The Id fields are Channel and Country (i.e.
you are looking for changes when Channel and Country are unchanged)

2. Click [+ Rule].[+ Rule].
3. Define the parameters for comparing current and previous values from the drop-

down lists.
4. Apply changesApply changes to update the ResultsResults set

You may add more rules to the filters.

You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top of the
page.
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3.2. Compound Filter criteria

Use Case:Use Case: Include rows if unitsunits sold via 'website visit' channel have increasedhave increased over the prior day
OROR if salessales made via 'website visit' channel are 10% higher10% higher than over the prior day.

You want the key fields across which changes will be tracked included in the Select FieldSelect Field list. In
this example, you should select ONLY Channel, Country, units, and sales for inclusion in the
display.

1. By fieldBy field: Select the field with constant (or unchanged) values. The Id fields should be
Channel and Country (i.e. you are looking for changes when Channel and Country are
unchanged)

2. Define filtersDefine filters: Then you can apply filters. In our use case, this consists of 2 groups of
conditions: click [+ Group][+ Group] and define criteria for the first and second group:

◦ [Group 1][Group 1]: units increased in 'website visit' channel
◦ [Group 2][Group 2]: sales are 10% higher in 'website visit' channel

3. Choose OR filterOR filter to define relations between the Groups
4. Apply changesApply changes to update the ResultsResults

You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top of the
page.
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4. What would you like to do next?

• Create a Report from a Dataset View
• Create a Metric from a Dataset View
• Learn about Dataset security rules
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Snapshot Datasets: Comparing "Last TwoSnapshot Datasets: Comparing "Last Two
Instances" / Track Changes (Version 5.0.5)Instances" / Track Changes (Version 5.0.5)

The following article describes how to track changes in paired datasets instances.

This article answers the following questions:This article answers the following questions:

1. How to enable Snapshot Dataset mode
2. How to find rows that have been added / removed or changed since the previous

data collection
3. How to apply filters to Changed, New and / or Removed rows
4. How to use Derived Fields when comparing instances

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset

1. Comparing Instances is only available for Snapshot
Datasets
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If in the Dataset Editor > Data tab the Snapshot dataset?Snapshot dataset? field is set to 'yes', than in the Dataset
Viewer the following options are available:

• Reviewing a Single InstanceSingle Instance of this Dataset (for example, yesterday), or
• Tracking changes in the Last Two InstancesLast Two Instances of this Dataset (for example, yesterday's data

compared to what we saw the day before yesterday).

NOTE:NOTE: You can compare ANY instance saved during previous data collections to its instance
collected the day before.

Choose the date which you want to compare to the prior one

ExampleExample: In the given example we choose the instance collected on Friday 04/14/2017, meaning
that it will automatically be compared to the instance collected prior to it on Thursday 04/13/
2017.

2. Tracking Changed, New and Removed rows
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 The Track ChangesTrack Changes function allows fetching a selection of NewNew and/or RemovedRemoved and/or
ChangedChanged rows. Whenever you choose to include more than one Type of rows'
alteration (for example, Changed+NewChanged+New, Changed+New+RemovedChanged+New+Removed, etc.), then each row
in the ResultsResults set is going to be assigned with a respective lable in the Change TypeChange Type
column.

To compare values and track changes / updates in Last Two instances:

1. Switch to the Last Two InstancesLast Two Instances mode
2. The Track ChangesTrack Changes option is now available for use
3. Define whether you want to see which rows have been changed / new / removed

since the previous date by selecting the respective check boxes
4. For each field:For each field: specify the field (parameter) by which the comparison is going to be

performed
5. Click Apply ChangesApply Changes to update the ResultsResults set

Results:Results: Only those rows where the values defined during Step 4 have been changed / new /
removed since collecting the prior instance are going to be shown.

3. Applying filters to Changed, New and/or Removed rows

NOTE:NOTE: For detailed information on filters used for comparing instances, refer to: Applying Filters
when comparing "Last two Instances"
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You can apply different set of filters to the rows that are ChangedChanged and to those which are NewNew
or Removedor Removed.

1. In the example above we defined the following filters:

• For ChangedChanged rows: only rows where Country = 'Canada'
• For New/RemovedNew/Removed rows: where Name = '101-Bottle Wrought Iron Wine Jail'

2. Apply ChangesApply Changes to update the Results set
3. In the ResultsResults set, only requested rows have been fetched.

4. Using Derived Fields when Comparing Instances

Derived fields include values that do not exist in a Data Source itself but are calculated from
one or more existing numeric fields via basic arithmetic expressions and non-aggregate
numeric functions.

NOTE:NOTE: For detailed information on derived fields, refer to: Derived fields for Data Processing
(Overview / Create / Aggregate)

4.1. [Option 1] Constructing Complex Formulas

When constructing a formula for a Derived field in the Last Two InstancesLast Two Instances mode, you can inlude
the same field, but from currentcurrent and priorprior instances.

 Derived fields with formulas including currentcurrent and priorprior values become UNAVAILABLE
when switching to a Single InstanceSingle Instance mode.
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4.2. [Option 2] Using Derived fields when constructing Filters

Derived fields can also be used to construct filters. In this case they are treated the same way as
regular fields if the formula contains only current valuesonly current values (The drop-down lists in filters section
will include currentcurrent and priorprior value options). See the picture below.

Alternatively, if the complex formula of a Derived field includes both current and priorboth current and prior values
which are required for calculation (as shown in the picture above), the drop-down lists in filters
section will include only currentcurrent value option.
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What would you like to do next?What would you like to do next?

• Get more information on filters available in the "Last Two Instances" mode
• Learn about Derived fields in Datasets

Other helpful articles:

• Create a Report from a Dataset View
• Create a Metric from a Dataset View
• Learn about Dataset security rules
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Filter combinations for comparing "Last twoFilter combinations for comparing "Last two
Instances"Instances"

Datasets offer an easy and unuitive way to refine data when comparing history instances.
This way, it is easy to know which rows have been added / deleted or changed. For
introductary information on Snapshot Datasets and comparing data instances, refer to:
Snapshot Datasets: Comparing "Last Two Instances" / Track Changes.

Additionally, to narrow the data down to specific requirements / parameters, users can
build sophisticated filters. This articles gives basic understanding on how to use filters when
comparing instances.

This article answers the following questions:This article answers the following questions:

1. How to compare specific values for current and prior period (for example,
compare sales made via a specific channel yesterday and day before yesterday).

2. How to add simple filters
3. How to add compound filter criteria

1. Comparing current and prior values for a specific field
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1. Filters allow defining additional criteria to compare current and prior values by
various conditions. NOTE:NOTE: Current and prior filters are shown only in the TrackTrack
ChangesChanges mode.

2. Results:Results: Sales and Prior Sales columns are shown in the ResultsResults set and only those
rows where the condition is met are shown.

2. How to add simple filters

Use Case:Use Case: Include rows if the sales in any country have increased by any amount over the prior
day.

1. For each fieldsFor each fields: Select the field with constant (or unchanged) values. This field will
serve as a basis for comparing other changed values. In our example such fields are
Channel and Country (i.e. you are looking for changes when Channel and Country are
unchanged)

2. Click [+ Rule].[+ Rule].
3. Construct a Rule by selecting parameters for comparing current and previous values

from the drop-down lists. You may add as many Rules as required tp seed put the
unnecessary data.

4. Apply changesApply changes to update the ResultsResults set
5. Results:Results: Sales and Prior Sales columns are shown in the ResultsResults set and only those

rows where the condition is met are shown.

 You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top
of the page.
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3. How to add compound filter criteria

Use Case:Use Case: Include rows if unitsunits sold via 'website visit' channel have increasedhave increased over the prior day
OROR if salessales made via 'website visit' channel are 10% higher10% higher than over the prior day.

You want the key fields across which changes will be tracked included in the Select FieldSelect Field list. In
this example, you should select ONLY Channel, Country, units, and sales for inclusion in the
display.

1. For each fieldFor each field: Select the field with constant (or unchanged) values. The Id fields
should be Channel and Country (i.e. you are looking for changes when Channel and
Country are unchanged)

2. Define filtersDefine filters: Then you can apply filters. In our use case, this consists of 2 groups of
conditions: click [+ Group][+ Group] and define criteria for the first and second group:

◦ [Group 1][Group 1]: units increased in 'website visit' channel
◦ [Group 2][Group 2]: sales are 10% higher in 'website visit' channel

3. Choose OR filterOR filter to define relations between the Groups
4. Apply changesApply changes to update the ResultsResults
5. Results:Results: Units / Prior units and Sales / Prior Sales columns are displayed in the

ResultsResults set and only those rows where the condition is met are shown.

 You may create a separate View out of this data slice by clicking Save as ViewSave as View at the top
of the page.
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Creating Elements from
Datasets
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Create a Dimension with values sourced from aCreate a Dimension with values sourced from a
Dataset View (Version 5.0.5)Dataset View (Version 5.0.5)

This article outlines the process used to create a Dimension whose values are
automatically populated from the Dataset.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset
• Optionally, Create a Dataset View

Challenge: Source Dimension Values from a Dataset
column

In the Dataset find the column that contains the required Dimension Values.

Open the Dataset that is going to serve as a source for a future Dimension and find a column
that contains the values that should be fetched as Dimension Values.
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[Optionally] Exclude unnecessary rows (values) by applying
filters

1. Add as many filters as necessary and make sure that the required column in the
ResultsResults set contains only those values that should be fetched Dimension Values. For
more details refer to: Dataset Viewer (select fields / define derived fields and filters)

2. Save as a ViewSave as a View or SaveSave changes in the View that you have been working with.

1. Access Actions menu > New Dimension
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2. Define the basics

Provide the basic Dimension definition information:

1. Name:Name: should be unique and descriptive
2. Key Value Column:Key Value Column: Choose the name of the Dataset column that contains the

required values. Only text columns are displayed in this field.
3. Display Value Column:Display Value Column: Choose a Dataset column with Display Values (often the same

as above).

Result: You are redirected to the Dimension Editor with
collected Dimension Values
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 What's next?What's next?

• Create a Metric from a Dataset View + you can make it dimensied by using the
Dimension created during this Lesson

• Create a Report from a Dataset View + you can make it dimensied by using the
Dimension created during this Lesson
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Create a Dimension with values sourced from aCreate a Dimension with values sourced from a
DatasetDataset

This article outlines the process used to create a Dimension whose values are populated
automatically from the Dataset.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset
• Optionally, Create a Dataset View

In the Dataset choose the column that contains the
required Dimension Values

Open the Dataset that is going to serve as a source for a future Dimension and find a column
that contains the values that should be fetched as Dimension Values. Remember the name of
this column, since further you are to specify it while creating a Dimension.
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1. Access Content > Dimension

The list of Dimensions previously created in the system opens.

At the bottom of the page click [+ New Dimension][+ New Dimension].

2. Provide key information for fetching Dimension Values
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Provide the basic Dimension definition information, paying close attention to:

1. Name:Name: should be unique and descriptive
2. Value Source:Value Source: since we are creating a Dimension sourced from a Dataset, choose

'Datasets' from the drop-down list.
3. Dataset & ViewDataset & View: Choose the name of the Dataset or its particular View to be used as a

Data Source for this Dimension. To quickly preview Dataset's columns, click an EyeEye
icon to the right of this field.

4. Key Value Column:Key Value Column: Choose the name of the Dataset column that contains the
required values. The column content type (numeric or text) is going to be specified in
the round brackets next to the column name.

5. Display Value Column:Display Value Column: Choose a Dataset column with Display Values (often the same
as above).

SaveSave this basic information to proceed with creating a Dimension. The Dimension Editor opens.

3. Collect Values

1. After you set up Dataset & View, Key Value Column, Display Value ColumnDataset & View, Key Value Column, Display Value Column fields, click
Check Data

2. The system displays Sample dimension valuesSample dimension values below.
3. If the sample dimension values shown are as expected, click Collect valuesCollect values
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4. Dimension Values list is populated

What's next?

Create a Metric from a Dataset View
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Create a Report from a Dataset ViewCreate a Report from a Dataset View

Datasets offer a quick and highly automated way of building new Reports. This article
describes step-by-step process of creating a Report out of the specific Dataset View.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset View

1. Open a Public Dataset View

1. Open the Dataset View that should serve as a source of a future Report.
2. At the top right corner of the screen click the ActionsActions menu
3. Select the Build ReportBuild Report option. If this Dataset View was Private, the system will offer

you to automatically make it Public and accessible to other users.

You are redirected to the Report Editor.
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2. [Info tab] Define the basics

1. Report Type:Report Type: Choose the type of Report is to be contented. Change Reports provide
the ability to effectively analyze trends in data over a period of time. For more details
refer to: Create a Change Report

2. Name:Name: is populated automatically with the name of the Dataset View. You can change
it to a unique and descriptive name of your choice.

3. Optional settings:
◦ Category:Category: helps organizing tiles at the Homepage. You can grant access to

elements through Categories.or more details refer to: Create a Category
◦ Certified:Certified: this setting serves to identify elements that have been approved as

being valid and accurate. For more details refer to: Certifying an Element
◦ TopicsTopics: relate elements to each other. For more details refer to: Create a Topic

Move to the Data tab.
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3. [Data tab] Check Data Collection Configuration

All the fields defining the data collection process are going to be populated automatically based
on the selection made in Dataset View.

1. Data Source:Data Source: in this example a dataset serves as a Data Source so we check it from
the drop-down list

2. Expire cached data:
3. Expire on start of:Expire on start of: Set the trigger which is going to initiate updating information in a

Reports
4. Dataset & View:Dataset & View: Select the combination of a Dataset and its View from the drop-down

list
5. Review the Sample result setSample result set.
6. Once you confirm that the Sample result setSample result set contains the expected data, click EnableEnable

and Publishand Publish at the top right corner of the screen.

Advanced Settings
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Report Display options

Optionally, the Report display can be customized using the following options:

1. Modify the Display NameDisplay Name of the column header
2. Select to have values appear as CurrencyCurrency
3. FormatFormat numeric value display
4. Enter a DescriptionDescription that will be displayed on hover of the column
5. Select the columns to appear in the ResultsResults
6. Choose to have TotalsTotals displayed for numeric data
7. Modify the display order of the columns
8. Add a custom formatted fieldformatted field to the report if you like

Other Settings

1. Select whether or not the Report should be saved as a Snapshot (see What is a
Snapshot Report)
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2. Select the date-time value to be used as the effective dateeffective date value for the Report. This
value is only applicable to reports with saved historical instance. New Time
Command values may be added from drop-down as needed

3. If you want the complete result set shown in the report (without pivoting the data),
set Save as system tableSave as system table to 'Yes'

4. If you want to have a charting interval drop-down in your report ('Last 6 Months',
'Last Year', etc...), specify the date column that should be used to drive this control in
Include date filter based onInclude date filter based on from the available choices in the drop-down

4. Result
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Create a Metric from a Dataset View (VersionCreate a Metric from a Dataset View (Version
4.2 / 5.0.x)4.2 / 5.0.x)

Datasets offer a quick and highly automated way of building new Metrics. This article
describes step-by-step process of creating a Metric out of the specific Dataset View.

Since Metrics always represent time series data, in order to create a Metric your Dataset
View should contain a column of dates and a column of values.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

• Create a Dataset View

1. Open a Public Dataset View

1. Open the Dataset View that will serve as a data source of a future Metric.
2. Make sure that your View includes a column of dates and a column of values.
3. At the top right corner of the screen click the ActionsActions menu
4. Select the Build MetricBuild Metric option. If this Dataset View is Private, the system will offer you

to automatically make it Public and accessible to other user. If at least one element
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(Report or Metric) has been built from this View, it can no longer be changed to
private.

You are redirected to the Metric Editor.

2. [Info tab] Define the basics

1. Name: is populated automatically with the name of the Dataset View. You can change
it to a unique and descriptive name of your choice.

2. Optional settings:
◦ Category:Category: helps organizing tiles at the Homepage. You can grant access to

elements through Categories.or more details refer to: Create a Category
◦ CertifiedCertified: this setting serves to identify elements that have been approved as

being valid and accurate. For more details refer to: Certifying an Element
◦ TopicsTopics: relate elements to each other. For more details refer to: Create a Topic
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3. [Data tab] Check Data Collection Configuration

All the fields defining the data collection process are going to be populated automatically based
on the selection made in Dataset View.

1. Data SourceData Source: in this example a dataset serves as a Data Source so we check it from
the drop-down list

2. Data Collection TriggerData Collection Trigger: Set the trigger which is going to initiate updating information
in a Metric

3. Dataset & ViewDataset & View: Select the combination of a Dataset and its View from the drop-down
list

4. Date / Value columnDate / Value column: make sure that date and value columns are going to display the
expected data

5. IncludeInclude: specify whether you want to fetch all data, or rows after a certain date.

3.1. Check for available data
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1. Click Check for dataCheck for data to see what records are available for collecting.
2. The number of available records and the example of a first one is going to be

displayed below.
3. Click CollectCollect data to fetch rows for the Metric.

Enable and PublishEnable and Publish your Metric.

Result
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Create one or multiple Metrics from a DatasetCreate one or multiple Metrics from a Dataset
View (Version 5.1)View (Version 5.1)

 This article describes the procedure, which is applicable in Version 5.1. For prior
Versions reder to: Create a Metric from a Dataset View (Version 4.2 / 5.0.x)

Datasets offer a quick and highly automated way of building new Metrics. This article
describes step-by-step process of bulk creating Metrics out of the specific Dataset.

Admins and Power Users have an ability to quickly create one or multiplemultiple metrics from a
Dataset or some of its Views. It helps to minimize the number of data entry fields that are
usually required to create a Metric.

Since Metrics always represent time series data, in order to create a Metric your Dataset
View should contain a column of dates and a column of values.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

1. Create a Dataset from any Data Source
2. Create a Dataset View

1. Open a Public Dataset View
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1. Open the Dataset View that will serve as a data source of a future Metric.
2. Make sure that the View you've chosen includes a column of dates and a column of

values. If your Dataset is snapshoted, Snapshot dates may serve as a date column.
Refer to: Snapshot Datasets: Comparing "Last Two Instances" / Track Changes

3. At the top right corner of the screen click the ActionsActions menu
4. Select the Build MetricBuild Metric option. If this Dataset View is Private, the system will

automatically make it accessible to other users (Public) and accessible to other users.
If at least one element (Report or Metric) has been built from this View, it can no
longer be changed to private.

2. Define the basic settings

Define the regular basic settings for creating a Metric. This is easily done by choosing the right
column name from the respective drop-down list. The drop-down list for each field is populated
with respect to the Column Type, for example, the Date columnDate column drop-down list will only be
populated with the options representing date values. Moreover, since the ResultsResults set is always
available below, you see exactly what you are adding to the Metric.

1. Measurement Interval:Measurement Interval: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of
aggregation that you want in your result set.

2. Value column:Value column: Select the name of a numeric field from the drop-down list
3. Date column:Date column: This may be either a date column from the dataset or if it is a

snapshotted dataset, Snapshot dates may serve as a date column.
4. Name:Name: is populated automatically based on the selection you've made in the fields

above, but you can change it to a unique and descriptive name of your choice.

Optional. For creating dimensioned Metrics only.
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5. Dimension using column:Dimension using column: Dataset's text columns may serve to dimension the Metric,
meaning create a separate Chart per each Dimension Value. With a column used in
thios example (CountryCountry), separate Charts are going to be created per France,
Australia, Germany, etc. This allows applying different sets of Alert rules to each
Chart and setting specific security permissions to different Users.

6. Map to Dimension in Metric InsightsMap to Dimension in Metric Insights: if you already have a dimension with values
matching to those in the Dataset column selected in the field above, you can choose
it from the drop-down list. Otherwise, you can create one on the fly by clicking: "None
- create new Dimension".

Click Add MetricAdd Metric to save these settings and preview the resulting Metric.

 Such settings as Data SourceData Source (where the data is taken from), Data Collection Trigger, Data Collection Trigger
(how often this Metric should be updated), Category, etc. are going to be inherited
from the Dataset.

Preview the resulting Metric

If only one Metric should be built, click Build Metric and let the system finish the procedure.
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3. To build more Metrics

1. Each time you click Add Metric,Add Metric, a new one is added to the # Metrics defined# Metrics defined section in
the middle of the screen.

 These Metrics are just prepared, they are not built yet.These Metrics are just prepared, they are not built yet.

2. You can then keep changing the settings in the Add MetricAdd Metric section to build another
element.

3. You can preview any of the prepared Metrics in one click - the name of the Metric
which is currently shown in the PreviewPreview is bold.

4. Once you are ready to publish all of them, click Build All MetricsBuild All Metrics.

Result

The Metrics that have been built are going to be available on the Homepage.
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Sourcing Reports / Metrics from "ExistingSourcing Reports / Metrics from "Existing
Datasets - SQL"Datasets - SQL"

All Datasets created in the system are saved as SQL tables which can be used to source
data for creating new Elements: Reports and Metrics.

The method described in this article represents an alternative to: Create a Report from a
Dataset View

 POWER USERS NOTE:POWER USERS NOTE:

In order to grant Power users access to this feature (creating Reports / Metrics from
the "Existing Datasets - SQL" Data Source), a Privilege has been added to User and
Group Editors: Create Content Using Existing Datasets.Create Content Using Existing Datasets.

It can be added at Admin > Group or User > Group or User Editor > Info tab > Privileges
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Sourcing a Report (Introduced in Version 5.0.5)

1. Access New > Report

1. Name the ReportName the Report: Define a unique descriptive name of your element
2. ReportedReported: choose the measurement interval from the drop-down list
3. CategoryCategory: define a category this element belongs to
4. To move on to defining data collection details, click Next: Define ReportNext: Define Report
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2. Full Editor displays the Data Collection tab

1. Data Source:Data Source: select "Existing Datasets - SQL"
2. Click the Source of ReportsSource of Reports icon to view the Datasets that have been saved as source

tables
3. Open the Available DatasetsAvailable Datasets drop-down list to select a source Report and view its

associated fields.
4. In the SQL Statement using report names and columnsSQL Statement using report names and columns text box, define the fetch

command required to extract data from existing Dataset's table
5. Alternatively, Use a SQL BuilderSQL Builder tool to select report(s)

NOTE:NOTE: Approach constructing the fetch command in the same manner as sourcing a Metric
from an Existing Report (see Source a Metric From an Existing Report).

3. Verify your Statement
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Click Show dataShow data below the SQL statement box. If your command is valid, the command box
is greengreen and the Report ColumnsReport Columns are shown in the table below; if there are any errors, the box
is colored in redred and errors are explained below the statement box.

At the upper right corner of the screen click Enable and PublishEnable and Publish.

Sourcing a Metric (Introduced in Version 5.1)

1. Access New > Metric

Provide the basic information required for creating a new metric:

1. Select the Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval that applies to your element. Your Metric Insights
instance comes with a standard set of Measurement IntervalsMeasurement Intervals, each of which has a
series of settings that control such behavior as display of values, alert parameters,
default naming conventions, and chart labels.

2. Give the element a unique NameName
3. Optionally, assign a CategoryCategory
4. Click Next: define detailsNext: define details to proceed with data collection
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2. Full Editor displays the Data Collection tab

1. Data Source:Data Source: select "Existing Datasets - SQL"
2. Click the Source of ReportsSource of Reports icon to view the Datasets that have been saved as source

tables
3. Open the Available DatasetsAvailable Datasets drop-down list to select a source Report and view its

associated fields.
4. In the SQL Statement using Dataset names and columnsSQL Statement using Dataset names and columns text box, define the fetch

command required to extract data from existing Dataset's table

NOTE:NOTE: Approach constructing the fetch command in the same manner as sourcing a Metric
from an Existing Report (see Source a Metric From an Existing Report).

3. Validate your SQL statement and Collect data
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1. Click ValidateValidate below the SQL statement box. If your command is valid, the command
box is greengreen and the number of records available for collecting is shown below; if
there are any errors, the box is colored in redred and errors are explained below the
statement box.

2. Collect dataCollect data

Once the data is collected, in the upper right corner fo the screen click Enable & PublishEnable & Publish.

 To learn about other settings in the Metric Editor, refer to: Metric Editor (Data,
Stoplights, Alerting, Charting, Associations)
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Derived Fields (Version 5.0.5)
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Derived fields for Data Processing (Overview /Derived fields for Data Processing (Overview /
Create / Aggregate)Create / Aggregate)

The general purpose of Datasets functionality, as well as newly introduced Derived fieldsDerived fields, is
to allow users manage data from any Data Source in the simple intuitive manner, with no
need to master the specifics of syntax which are commonly present in various databases or
Business Intelligence services.

Derived fields include values that do not exist in a Data Source itself but are calculated from
one or more existing numeric fields via basic arithmetic expressions and non-aggregate
numeric functions.

This article covers:This article covers:

• Example Use Case
• Video Tutorial
• Derived Fields Overview
• How to add Derived Fields to a Dataset?
• Rules of aggregation for Derived fields
• How to use Derived fields for creating Elements (Reports / Metrics)?

EXAMPLE USE CASE

1. Challenge:Challenge: Calculate % of decrease of Units Sold and show it in Results
2. Solution:Solution: Add a derived field with arithmetic formula
3. Result:Result: % Decrease of units sold is shown as an additional field in the Dataset Results
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Click to see each step in details
Challenge: Calculate % of decrease of Units Sold and show it in
Results

Challenge:Challenge:

The Dataset View shown in the picture above is set up in a way to compare values in Current
and Prior instances in order to track potential data changes. It is called "Decreased Sales" and
helps to elicit those items, where the number of units sold decreased from the Prior period.

What is the percentage of decrease of Units Sold?

Solution: Add a derived field with arithmetic formula
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Solution:Solution:

Add a Derived Field with a formula that calculates the percentage of decrease.

([units]/[prior units])*100-100)

NOTE:NOTE: Since this formula calculates the difference for Last Two Instances (current and prior), it
is not applicable for a Single Instance.

Result: % Decrease of units sold is shown as an additional field in
the Dataset Results

Result:Result:

The percentage per each row is included as a new field in a ResultsResults set.
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Video Tutorial

Derived Fields Overview

Derived fields support basic arithmetic processing as well as standard MySQL functions that
can be applied in-line.

• Formulas:Formulas: You can preview the formula used for a Derived field by hovering over the
respective field in the Select FieldsSelect Fields check list. To see the list of available mathematical
expressions, see: Expression Syntax for Derived Fields Formulas

• Dataset ViewsDataset Views: Derived fields are created and assigned to a specific Dataset View but can
be duplicated together with this View.

• Filter CriteriaFilter Criteria: Derived fields are supported in filter criteria the same way as regular
dataset source fields.

• Comparing InstancesComparing Instances: Derived fields are applicable both for single instances and in case
of comparing instances of snapshot Datasets: in this case the system offers an ability to
include currentcurrent and priorprior variables to the mathematical formula (as shown in the
Example Use CaseExample Use Case above). For more details refer to: Using Derived Fields when
comparing Instances
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How to add Derived Fields to a Dataset

To add a Derived field to a Dataset:

1. Access Dataset Viewer > find the Select FieldsSelect Fields check list
2. Below the existing fields click [+ Derived Field][+ Derived Field]
3. The Construct Derived Field pop-up opens. Specify the following:

◦ Name:Name: provide a unique descriptive Name for your column.
◦ Precision:Precision: you can define the number of decimals to be displayed in the

Results set.
◦ Expression:Expression: define the formula for calculating new required values. For more

details refer to: Expression Syntax for Derived Fields Formulas. Only NON-
Derived fields are available for constructing formulas for derived fields.

4. Click Add FieldAdd Field. The pop-up closes, then make sure to Apply ChangesApply Changes, otherwise the
Results set is not going to be updated with a new column.

5. A new column with calculated values is added to the ResultsResults set.
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Rules of aggregation of Derived fields

Aggregation can be applied to Derived fields (Sum, Avg, Min, Max, CountSum, Avg, Min, Max, Count). Things to consider:

• Aggregation cannot be applied to a Derived field if it is already applied to one of the
columns that are used in a formula

• Last Two Instances case. Aggregation cannot be applied to a Derived field if Current and
Prior values are used in a formula
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Derived fields for creating new Elements

Derived fields can be used as Value fields both for Metrics and Reports. To create a Metric with
a Derived field used as a value field:

1. Access Actions > Build Metric. For detauiled instructions, refer to: Create a Metric
from a Dataset View

2. Value Column:Value Column: Select a Derived field from the drop-down list.
3. Aggregate usingAggregate using: Refer to rules of Aggregation described above.

 For other information on Derived Fields, refer to:

• Expression Syntax for Derived Fields Formulas
• Using Derived fields when comparing Instances
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Expression Syntax for Derived Fields FormulasExpression Syntax for Derived Fields Formulas
• For general information on Derived fields, refer to: Derived fields for Data Processing
• For details on using Derived fields in filters, refer to: Derived Fields in Filters

Supported SQL Mathematical Functions

SupportedSupported
ExpressionExpression

DescriptionDescription ExampleExample

abs The absolute value or modulus is used to
turn a negative number into positive.

abs([sales]) ; abs([sales]-[Prior
sales])

ceiling
(ceil)

Returns the smallest integer value which is
greater than, or equal to the specified
number.

ceiling([sales]) ; ceil([sales]-[Prior
sales])

div Division. [sales]/2

floor Returns the largest integer value which is
greater than, or equal to the specified
number.

floor ([sales]) ; floor([sales]-[Prior
sales])

exp Used to get the value of the base of natural
logarithm number e, raised to the power of
a number specified as argument.

if Takes 3 expressions and if the first
expression is true, not zero and not NULL, it
returns the second expression. Otherwise, it
returns the third expression.

if([sales]>1000,1,0) ; if([sales]-
[Prior sales]>1000,1,0)

ifnull Takes 2 expressions and if the first
expression is not NULL, it returns the first
expression. Otherwise, it returns the second
expression

ifnull([sales],[sales]) ;
ifnull([sales],[Prior sales])

log (ln) The inverse of the exp() function. log([sales]) ; log([sales]-[Prior
sales])

mod Returns the remainder of a number divided
by another number.

pi Returns the value of π(pi) pi()*[sales] ; pi()*([sales]-[Prior
sales])
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SupportedSupported
ExpressionExpression

DescriptionDescription ExampleExample

power
(pow)

Returns the value of a number raised to
another.

pow([sales],2) ; pow([sales]-[Prior
sales],2)

radians Converts the value of a number from
degrees to radians.

radians([sales]) ; radians([sales]-
[Prior sales])

rand Returns a random floating-point value
between the range 0 to 1. When a fixed
integer value is passed as an argument, the
value is treated as a seed value and as a
result, a repeatable sequence of column
values will be returned.

round Rounds a number to a specified amount of
decimal places specified as an argument up
to a number specified as another argument.

round([sales],2) ; round([sales]-
[Prior sales],2)

sign Returns the sign of the argument. sign([sales]) ; sign([sales]-[Prior
sales])

sin Returns the sine of the argument. sin([sales]) ; sin([sales]-[Prior
sales])

sqrt Return the square root of the argument. sqrt([sales]) ; pow([sales]-[Prior
sales])
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Dataset Security
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Dataset Security OverviewDataset Security Overview

This document provides comprehensive requirements for handling security and privileges
for Dataset processing.

• Admin UsersAdmin Users: are automatically granted unlimited viewing and editing access to all
Datasets, Dataset Views and Metrics and Reports created from them.

• Power Users
• Regular Users

Additionally, Admin or Power Users can:

• Grant Access to Datasets via the Group
• Grant Access to Datasets via Category

Power Users

Dataset Permissions and Privileges are not granted to Power Users automatically. Initially, none
of the Power Users have access to Datasets functionality. To work with permissions, a Power
user must inherited or be granted:

1. Certain Privileges (at the User Editor): to be able to create new Datasets, Public Views,
Create Content (Reports and Metrics) from them and grant access to Datasets to
other Users and Groups.

2. Permissions directly from Datasets (Permission may be given individually to a User or
via a Group at Dataset Editor > Advanced tab > Permissions or if a Dataset belongs to
some Category, grant access through it) for viewing and editing access. After a Power
User is granted View Access to a Dataset, he gets access to ALL data in the Dataset,
unless his access is restricted by the User Map. With Edit Access to a Dataset, a
Power User sees all data even if the Dataset has a User Map.

NOTE:NOTE: Access to elements created from this Dataset is NOTNOT granted automatically. Access to
Reports and Metrics can be granted from the respective Report/Metric Editor > Advanced tab >
Permissions or on the Group or individual User Editor.
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Privileges in the User Editor

Privileges to review, use and create Datasets are not automatically granted in conjunction with
other Permissions; for example, Edit Access to a specific Dataset.

To grant a Power user several or all Dataset related Privileges:

1. Open the Power User Editor (at Admin > Users > select a required Power User from
the list)

2. In the PrivilegesPrivileges section click [+ Privilege to User][+ Privilege to User]
3. In the opened pop-up, choose those Dataset Privileges that you want to assign to this

user. The following Privileges are available:
◦ Create DatasetCreate Dataset
◦ Create Public ViewCreate Public View: Dataset Views can be Private or Public. A Report and

Metric can only be created from a Dataset's Public View.
◦ Create content using Datasets:Create content using Datasets: an ability to create Metrics and Reports from

Public Dataset Views
◦ Allow Power Users to grant Dataset access to any User or Group:Allow Power Users to grant Dataset access to any User or Group: For this

privilege to come into effect, a Power User should additionally be granted EditEdit
Access to a specific Dataset. By default, a Power User without this Privilege
can only grant Dataset access to members of Group(s) to which the Power
User belongs.

4. Click SaveSave to confirm your intention to grand new Privileges to the Power User.
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Dataset Access Permissions (for viewing and editing Datasets)

Dataset Permissions to a user can be granted:

1. Open the Dataset Editor > Advanced tab
2. Click PermissionsPermissions
3. The Dataset Permissions pop-up opens
4. If you want to grant access to a specific user, click [+ Dataset access to User][+ Dataset access to User]
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1. The Add dataset Access to User pop-up opens.
2. UserUser: select the required Power and Regular user from the drop-down list.
3. Power User can edit datasetPower User can edit dataset: if you give a user a Permission to edit Dataset, he gets

access to the Dataset's Data Source and an ability to grant access to this Dataset to
other users or groups, based on related Privilege as described above.

4. Click SaveSave to to confirm your intention to grant new Permission to the Power User.

ResultResult: This user is going to be added to the list of users who have access to this Dataset.

NOTE:NOTE: Dataset access can be also granted from the User Editor > Datasets tab > [+ Dataset[+ Dataset
access to User].access to User].

Regular Users

IN DEVELOPMENT

Regular Users may only be granted View Access to a Dataset. They are not able to create any
new Metric or Report. None of the Dataset Privileges are available to Regular Users.

Grant Access via the Group

Dataset Permissions to a Group can be granted:

1. Open the Dataset Editor > Advanced tab
2. Click PermissionsPermissions
3. The Dataset Permissions pop-up opens
4. If you want to grant access to a specific user, click [+ Dataset access to Group][+ Dataset access to Group]
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1. The Add dataset Access to Group pop-up opens
2. Group:Group: select the group from the drop-down list. This option grants all Regular and

Power users of this group access to data in the Dataset.
◦ Power users may get extra permissions, such as create Public Views and

content from this Dataset if they have respective Privileges.

3. Grant conditional edit permission to Power User membersGrant conditional edit permission to Power User members: if you set this field to
'yes', Power users from this Group will be able to edit this Dataset, get access to the
Dataset's Data Source and an ability to grant access to this Dataset to other users or
groups.

4. Click SaveSave to to confirm your intention to grant new Permission to the Power Users
from this Group.

ResultResult: This Group is going to be added to the list of Groups which have access to this Dataset.

NOTE:NOTE: Dataset access can be also granted from the Group Editor > Datasets tab > [+ Dataset[+ Dataset
access to Group].access to Group].
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Grant Access via Category

If a Dataset is assigned to a specific Category, you may give view or edit access to Datasets
included in this Category to Groups or individual users.

In the example shown in the picture above the Dataset belongs to the 'Revenue' category;
therefore, we may give users access to this Dataset via the Revenue Category. For more
instructions, see the picture below.

User / Group Access via Category

1. Open the Category Editor
2. At the right top corner of the screen click PermissionsPermissions
3. The Category Permissions pop-up opens
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4. You can now grant access to specific Groups by clicking [+ Group access to Category][+ Group access to Category].
This option grants all Regular and Power users of this group access to data in the
Dataset. Power Users may get extra permissions, such as create Public Views and
content from this Dataset if they have respective Privileges. You can also grant
Dataset Permissions to specific Users by clicking [+ User access to Category][+ User access to Category].

NOTE:NOTE: Group member Power Users are not automatically granted access to the Data Source of
Elements or Datasets in the Category. The Admin must specifically grant Permission to Use
associated Data Sources to the Group or to individual Power User members.
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Create a User MapCreate a User Map

The Dataset creator can grant access to the specific slices of data (rather than the entire
Dataset) to various Power Users and Regular Users. This is done via a User Map.

Refer to Dataset Security Model to have a clear understanding of what Privileges and
Permissions users should have to work with Datasets and how to grant them.

Video Tutorial

What is a User Map?

Look at the picture below:

• All Data / DatasetAll Data / Dataset: Contains the all the data available to create elements. In this example,
it consists of 3 columns of data (country, channel, total order volume)

• User MapUser Map: Allows you to grant Users access to limited amount of rows. It must contain a
column with usernames and specific values in the Dataset columns to filter it down to
the relevant subset. User map splits up the result set with ALL information and sends
different mappings to the right users.

In this example we restrict access of Power or Regular users to specific Countries.Countries. If we apply
this User Map to a specific Dataset, all these users will not see the Dataset with ALL values
available there and each of them will see this Dataset differently according to the User Map
restrictions. The same rules apply to elements created from this Dataset.
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In the example below, both Country AND Channel would be mapped to the Dataset in order to
further restrict which results should be available to each user.
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1. Access Admin > Datasets > User Maps tab

At the bottom of the page click [+ New User Map][+ New User Map].

2. [Info tab] Define the basics

1. Create a unique and descriptive NameName for your User Map
2. SaveSave and proceed to the Data tab to define user access
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3. [Data tab] Fetching / Uploading data: CSV file example

1. Data SourceData Source: Select the method of collecting the data for User Map. In this example
we show how to upload data via 'CSV or Excel file'. If you choose this value from the
drop-down list, next, click Load dataLoad data below this field and define a date for which you
are adding data to the Dataset.

2. The Load From File pop-up opens.
3. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
4. Click BrowseBrowse and select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine.

This file must contain a column with usernames and a column (or several ones) with
parameters to which respective users may have access.

5. Click LoadLoad
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3.1. Successful upload

If the file data is successfully processed:

1. A Dataset ColumnsDataset Columns table with respective values is displayed below
2. Validation Rows PreviewValidation Rows Preview section displaying the values uploaded pops up at the

bottom of the screen
3. Dataset User Name FieldDataset User Name Field: select the name of the column which lists usernames in

this field

What would you like to do next?

Apply a User Map to a Dataset
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Apply a User Map to a DatasetApply a User Map to a Dataset

User Maps allow defining the slices of data from the Dataset that should be available to
specific users.

It functions as a stencil applied to a Dataset, showing only allowed data and hiding the rest
of it, but this 'stencil' may be different for different users in accordance with access settings
defined in the User Map.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

1. Create a Dataset
2. Create a User Map

Use Case

This example a Dataset and a User Map that we want to apply to this Dataset:

• DatasetDataset: ('Sales Data by Country and Channel'): contains sales info per calendar_datecalendar_date,
channelchannel, countrycountry, unitsunits, sales.sales. For more info: Create a Dataset

• User mapUser map ('Channel / Country'): limits access of Power and Regular users to specific data
per countrycountry and channel.channel. For more info: Create a User Map

Use the instructions below to apply a User Map restrictions to the Dataset values.
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Applying a User Map to the Dataset

1. Access Admin > Datasets > select the required Dataset from the list
2. Open the Access tab
3. Access ModeAccess Mode: set to 'only specified rows'. This allows to apply an Access Map to this

Dataset and define what parameters should be available to specific Regular or Power
users.

4. User MapUser Map: select the previously created User Map from the drop-down list. User Map
must contain a column with usernames and other column(s) which can be joined to
the current Dataset to filter it down to the relevant subset.

5. Column MappingColumn Mapping: define the parameters that are influenced by restrictions from the
Access Map. In this example Access Map restricts access to Country and Channel
(Column 2 - Access Map parameters). Select the matching columns for Dataset
parameters.

6. At the upper right corner of the screen click Update DataUpdate Data.

User Permissions and Privileges

Even though a Power or Regular user receives a right to review a slice of data from the Dataset
via the Access Map, he must be also given the respective Permissions and Privileges related to
the associated Dataset. For more details, see: Dataset Security Model.

NOTE:NOTE: In this example, we also granted Arlen:

• General PrivilegesPrivileges to interact with datasets in the User Editor
• PermissionPermission to access this particular Dataset at the Dataset Editor > Advanced tab >

Permissions
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Check the Result

Let's check Arlen's resulting access.

According to the User Map, user 'Arlen' has access to sales data from 'website visits' channel in
Canada, Germany and United Kingdom, therefore, her view of the data is limited to these
values, regardless of the ViewView chosen.
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